To protect people from harm and property loss, we make a clear explanation on what you should obey:

1. This explanation is made according to the harm which caused by wrong use and degree of damage.

   **Warning! There are concerning the possibilities of death and severe wound**

   **Attention! There are contents concerning the occurrence of slight wound and property damage**

2. Things you have to do, which is marked as below (Mark examples)

   - Things you should not do
   - Things you have to do
   - Do not decompose and remold

   **WARNING**

   - It may lead to heat, fire and electric shock

People who use heart-birth maker should consult your doctor before you use this product

People who use the heart-birth-maker please leave it at a distance of 22CM from the place where you install your heart-birth-maker. The electromagnetic wave have influence on heart-birth- maker’s work.

Do not put it into water or any other liquid, Do not make it wet

   - It may lead to heat, electric shock

Please make sure you connect the AC adapter fully

   - It may lead to heat, fire and electric shock. If it does not fit into the product fully

### Do not

- push the AC adapter out with wet hands
  - It may lead to fire and electric shock

The protectors should teach their children the complete right way before letting them use this

- It may lead to electric shock and wound

Please clear the dust piled up on the AC adapter at regular intervals

- It may lead to heat, electric shock if there is too much dust or other things accumulating on it

Do not lay anything between the non-connection charging pad and the charging machine

- It may lead to heat, fire and burn

Do not use it in places with temperature ranging from -20°C-40°C

- It may lead to fire

Do not charge in places where the sun shine directly or with high temperature

- It may lead to heat, fire and burn

Please use and keep it in places with wet air and little dust

- It may lead to heat, fire and electric shock

Do not surpass the rated value when using the plug and other wiring layout

- It may lead to fire

Do not make any breakage on the AC adapter

- It may lead to heat, fire and electric shock when using broken AC adapter

Do not charge when the product is covered by coarse cotton cloth

- It may lead to heat, fire and burn

Do not use travel converter

- It may lead to heat, fire and electric shock

Do not lay the charging machine loaded with other things in places that are easy to fall

- It may lead to heat, fire and electric shock

Please take the AC adapter off the plug when it’s not used

- It may lead to fire and electric shock

Do not use broken the adapters that are broken and loose when connected to the plug

- It may lead to fire and electric shock

Do not put any aluminum seal or other mental stuff on the non-connection charging pad

- It may lead to heat, fire, burn and wound caused by breakage on this product

Please charge in steady horizontal level places

- It may lead to wound if it fall down

### Tips for use

1. Please refer to the operation Manual and put the charging machine in charging area. All you have to do is put it in the charging area, it will start charging regardless of the place and direction. Try to put it near the charging centre as close as possible.

2. When the charge is almost finished but not yet, it will stop charging, this is normal.

3. When the product which is under charging condition is mixed with television and radio noise, please keep the product away from television and radio for more than 1 M.

4. It will affects wireless charging if the charging device is covered with thick protecting sleeves, you’d better take it off when charging.

Do not lay the magnetic card, magnetic record media and precise machine too close to the product!!

If you put the non-connection charging pad close to magnetic card and magnetic record medias, the product may have influence on the magnetic and make those recorded data disappear, and hand watch or other precise machine may break down, so do not put them close to the product.

### Product advantages

- Once you put this QI-marked charging machine in the charging area, it will start to charge persistently.
- This QI-marked products, fit the non-connection charging standard set by the WPC.
- This product also can charge the charging machine which consist of QI-marked power plug and charging machines. (There are conditions that this product does not charge well for some machine please read the operation manual carefully before using it.)

![QI and QI mark] are the trade marks of WPC

This product applies for QI standard receiver
**Receiver placed offset**

The Receiver placed offset of the center of the transmitter coil is ±7MM, beyond the distance it will shut off. In this time replace the receiver (Interval of 5 seconds), then it can charging again. The larger the offset distance, the lower the charging efficiency is.

**Automatic protection function**

When the transmitter detected the over charging current of the receiver (current over the rated output value), it will cut down the connection of the receiver and turn to standby mode. Waiting for the receiver to be replaced (Interval of 5 seconds). After connected is done then it can turn to charging stage again.

**Accessories / components name and application method**

1. USB Cable
2. Non-connection charging pad
3. AC adapter

**AC adapter connection method**

1. Please plug the USB cable to the USB port on this product, make sure plug to the most inside.
2. Please plug the USB cable to the AC adapter, the power light goes on after power on, then enter into stand by.

**Charging and using method**

1. When connect the power supply, the product by default to charging internal battery, the blue LED power indicator lights flashing, said it was charging for the inside battery, when the power light is all bright blue lamp, charging is complete.
2. When there is only a power indicator blue lights flashing, means the storage capacity is insufficient, please charging.
3. When need to external devices charging, directly put the external device placed in the region of wireless charging products, products the default priority to external devices, after saturated automatic filling equipment to give the product inside the battery (stored energy)
4. In the absence of the power converter using wireless charging function of this product, gently press start switch one time, red power light is lit up, this time to charge the device in the region of wireless charging products can recharge devices.
5. This product will be read automatically if there is wireless charging area equipment need wireless charging, when for 50 seconds didn't read to need charging device, the product will be the default no need charging equipment. When this time will automatically shut down, If need to charge again need to press start switch boot device. (e.g. answer the phone for more than 50 seconds, please press start switch again)